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Abstract
The purpose of this document is to introduce the techno-economic model for the FLOTANT system,
and the results quantifying the expected Levelised Cost of Energy (LCoE) to be achieved with this
technology. This is done by considering two scales of deployment - for a pilot park (60MW) and
commercial wind farm (600MW), at two locations - West of Barra and Gran Canaria, representing the
range of operating conditions the FLOTANT system is designed for. The estimated LCoE values are
compared with the cost reduction targets set out at the proposal stage. Comparing the key technoeconomic indicators with the estimated values for a 600MW deployment by 2030 of the FLOTANT
technology shows that the targets have been met.
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1 Introduction
This document is issued as part of the work by the University of Edinburgh (UEDIN) in task 7.1 on ‘Cost
reduction assessment and LCoE’ together with D7.2 ‘Viability and sensitivity studies on FLOTANT
solutions’ [1].
Within the FLOTANT project various innovations in the moorings, cables and platform of a Floating
Offshore Wind (FOW) system are investigated, to achieve an innovative, low cost, low weight and safe
floating wind technology optimized for deep water sites. This report presents the techno-economic
model for the FLOTANT system, and the results quantifying the expected Levelised Cost of Energy
(LCoE) to be achieved with this technology. Other economic parameters, such as the Net Present Value
(NPV) and the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) are provided in D7.2.
This work has been undertaken using an economic model developed by the University of Edinburgh
(UEDIN), which will be referred to as the FLOTANT Cost model, building on experience developed
through UEDIN’s work on previous projects.

1.1 Purpose of this report
The objective of this report is both to assess and discuss the fulfilment of the cost reduction targets
with the FLOTANT technology as set out at the proposal stage, and to provide key indicators to compare
FLOTANT with alternative sources of generation. For these purposes, the Cost model developed to
assess the FLOTANT technology is presented, as well as the obtained results of the expected LCoE,
CapEx, OpEx, and Annual Energy Production (AEP) for a pilot park and commercial wind farm
deployments in the studied locations of West of Barra and Gran Canaria.

1.2 Description of work and role of each partner
The work on this report was led by UEDIN with inputs from all partners on the component costs. The
University of Exeter (UNEXE) provided the expected farm availability based on the results of an O&M
model. Transmission Excellence (TX) provided the expected length and types of cable for export and
inter-array connections for an optimised electrical array layout. COBRA provided the baseline model
parameters to be later further investigated in the sensitivity study included in D7.2 [1].

1.3 Contents
The contents of the present report are organised as follows: Section 2 presents the current state of
the art in floating offshore wind cost assessment and the prevailing assumptions. Section 3 introduces
the LCoE method used to calculate the expected costs for the FLOTANT system, including the
integration with a detailed O&M model and an electrical array layout optimiser, as well as a verification
and validation of the cost model. Section 4 introduces the case studies and assumptions used for the
FLOTANT system analysis. Section 5 shows the obtained results in terms of LCoE for the different
locations and deployment sizes. Section 6 discusses the obtained values in comparison with the target
costs defined at the project proposal stage. Section 7 summarises the results and the main conclusions
from this study.
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2 Literature review
2.1 The estimated LCoE of floating offshore wind
Different technologies for Floating Offshore Wind (FOW) systems have been developed and multiple
studies exist that aim at comparing the techno-economic advantages and disadvantages of each
technology. The aim of these studies is mainly to compare and assess the potential for cost reduction
of the different FOW technologies.
The Levelised Cost of Energy (LCoE) is a measure commonly used to compare energy generating
technologies, which represents the ratio of the costs incurred over the lifetime of a project in relation
to the annual energy produced over the operational life. The Levelised Cost of Energy (LCoE) is
calculated as shown in equation (1). The Present Value (PV) of the total costs and the energy production
(EP) over the lifetime of the project are taken into account. The costs are divided into Capital
Expenditures (CapEx), Operational Expenditures (OpEx) and Decommissioning Expenditures (DecEx).
The calculation of the PV follows equation (2) where 𝑟 is the discount rate, 𝑛 the lifetime in years and
𝑡 the year in which the expense occurs.
LCoE =

PV(CapEx + OpEx + DecEx)
PV(EP)
𝑛

PV(𝑥) = ∑
𝑡=0

𝑥𝑡
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

(1)

(2)

The current LCoE for FOW has been assessed to be around 200 €/MWh and a cost reduction achieving
LCoE values of 82 to 106 €/MWh for commercial technologies is envisaged [2]. Recently, developers
have been predicting cost reductions of their technologies with an LCoE of 60 €/MWh by 2030 [3]. This
wide range of the expected cost reductions stems from the different assumptions used in the different
studies for the LCoE calculation, such as the capacity and lifetime of the systems or the number of
deployed turbines, but also the way in which costs are split between subsystems. A review and
discussion of the different studies and assumptions was provided in [4]. The LCoE goal set for the
FLOTANT project of 90€/MWh by 2030 aligns with the SET-Plan targets for deep water deployments
[5], [6] and seems to be a reasonable expectation within the cost range estimated in the literature. To
understand the considered assumptions to date, an overview of the different parameters employed in
a number of these studies is given in the following section.

2.2 Comparison of previous FOW cost models
A range of cost models to evaluate the economic feasibility of offshore wind projects have been
developed in the past decade. They commonly reflect the costs associated to the whole life-cycle of an
offshore wind project. This is divided into five phases represented in Figure 1: Development and
Consenting (D&C), Production and Acquisition (P&A), Installation and Commissioning (I&C), Operation
and Maintenance (O&M) and Decommissioning and Disposal (D&D). Specific costs that have been
considered in literature within each of these phases are provided as examples in the figure. This
structure has been used for, both, Bottom-Fixed Offshore Wind (BFOW) and FOW project analysis. In
the production and acquisition phase, costs of single components are considered, which will be
FLOTANT has received funding from the European Union´s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No.815289
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different for BFOW and FOW. The main difference will lie in the costs associated with the foundation in
BFOW which are often split into the platform, mooring and anchoring systems for FOW projects.

Figure 1: Project phases considered in a Life Cycle Cost Assessment (LCCA) of offshore wind projects [7].

Capital Expenditures (CapEx) are considered to be all expenses incurred in phases 1-3, whereas
Operational Expenditures (OpEx) will encompass all expenses associated to phase 4. Decommissioning
Expenditures (DecEx) include all expenses occurring in phase 5. Annual Energy Production (AEP) is
generally calculated based on the turbines power curve and a wind speed occurrence distribution, as
specified in IEC standard 61400-12-1 [8]. The Capacity Factor (CF) can be calculated from this, which
indicates the percentage of power absorbed from the total rated power. To obtain the net AEP, turbine
availability and losses need to be additionally considered.
To provide some context, previous cost analyses are summarised in the following. Different
technologies are compared by Myhr et al. based on the public information available for different
projects, such as TLB, HyWind, WindFloat and Sway in [9] by studying a theoretical 500MW deployment
using 5MW turbines. In an LCoE study, Ebenhoch et al. [10] calculated the costs for generic BFOW and
FOW deployments. In [11], Castro-Santos et al. introduce parametric models to evaluate the costs that
occur at different stages of the FOW farm development. Lerch et al. [12] performed a thorough
sensitivity analysis of the LCoE results to variations in a number of parameters. Finally, BVG Associates
provide an overview of typical cost breakdowns for emerging offshore renewable energy technologies
in [13]. Other studies have been performed mentioned in [4]. These previous studies are used in the
present report to contextualise the results obtained for the cases modelled here.
In Table 1, the main parameters characterising the represented cases in these different technoeconomic studies are summarised. Where various technologies were considered the information for
the most representative floater type and deployment conditions for comparison with the FLOTANT
study cases were chosen. Given that the FLOTANT technology falls within the platform category of a
barge, information on barge and semi-submersible technologies is provided in the table when available.
One of the main differences found in the reviewed studies is the considered system boundary as
represented in Figure 2. For example, if using system boundary B, all components from the actual
turbine up to the export cable are considered, whereas if using system boundary C also the connection
to the onshore substation is included in the analysis. It was discussed in [4], that system boundary C is
FLOTANT has received funding from the European Union´s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No.815289
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most suitable to allow for comparison of different floating offshore wind systems, since innovations up
to onshore substation level may be introduced in different projects. This system boundary is therefore
used here.
Additionally, different definitions of the discount rate can be used. ‘Many companies calculate their
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) and use it as their discount rate when budgeting for a new
project.’[14]. However, ‘the discount rate usually takes into consideration a risk premium and therefore
is usually higher than the cost of capital’ [14] . Both these concepts are used in the literature, but not
necessarily differentiated. In the present case, the nominal WACC is used as the discount rate.
An overview of the percentage contributions to LCoE and CapEx resulting from these studies are shown
in Figure 3 a and b, respectively.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of different system boundaries considered in cost studies [7].

Table 1: Overview of main parameters of the considered previous cost studies for floating offshore wind.

Turbine capacity [MW]
Number of turbines
Floater type

Myhr et
al. 2014
[9]
5

Ebenhoch
et al. 2015
[10]
6

CastroSantos et al.
2016 [11]
5.075

100

100

Hywind
spar

10

BVG
Associates
2019 [13]
8

21

50

5

5

Semi-sub.

Semi-sub.

Generic

Semi-sub.

Lerch et al.
2018 [12]

Rinaldi
2021 [15]
9.5

Distance to shore [km]

200

60

25.5

38

-

15

Water depth [m]

200

150

90

70

-

60-80

Net Capacity Factor [%]

44

38.352

-

-

-

40.5

WACCreal [%]

8.2

9

-

-

-

10

System boundary

C

C

B

C

C

C

LCoE [€2019/MWh]*

179.4

244.2

242.4

85.3

-

196.7

*

Costs were translated into €2019 by assuming that the costs were provided for the year of publication if not otherwise stated.
An inflation rate of 1.5% was assumed based on the average inflation rate in Europe from 2000 to 2020. Where costs were
provided in GBP the average conversion rate in 2019 of 1.136 was used.
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Installation
Substructure

4: O&M

Cost Centre

Life Cycle stage

5: D&D

Power Transmission

3: I&C
2: P&A

Turbine
Mooring system

1: D&C

Development

0
20
40
60
80
Percentage contribution to LCoE [%]
(a)

Myhr2014
Castro-Santos2016
Rinaldi2021

0
20
40
60
Percentage contribution to CapEx [%]

Ebenhoch2015
Lerch2018

(b)

Myhr2014

Castro-Santos2016

BVGAssociates2019

Rinaldi2021

Figure 3: Percentage contribution (a) of the different life cycle stages to the LCoE for different studies, where
this information was available, (b) of different cost centres to CapEx for different studies, where this
information was available.

As it can be seen from the overview provided in Table 1, the LCoE values vary from 85.3 €2019/MWh in
[12] to 244.2 €2019/MWh in [10]. This variation can stem not only from differences in the considered
components but from differences in turbine rating, distance to shore and water depth. The lower value
corresponds to a 500MW farm, with larger turbines with a rating of 10MW instead of 6MW, closer to
shore (with a distance to shore of 38 km instead of 200 km), and with a lower water depth of 70 m
instead of 200 m. Additionally, it was shown in [4] that the WACC and the assumed investment and
operation timeline have a large impact on the LCoE value, with percentage changes of up to 53% in the
LCoE value being observed when using the same WACC but different investment years’ assumptions.
So it is difficult to assess what exactly is the source of the differences in LCoE for the reviewed studies,
since this information is generally not provided.
From the LCoE cost distribution in the different life-cycle stages shown in Figure 3 a, it can be seen that
P&A, i.e. the actual manufacturing of the system components, has the largest cost contribution
followed by the O&M expenses. When looking at the CapEx in more detail, it can be seen in Figure 3 b,
that the turbine has the highest cost contribution followed by the substructure. It is remarkable that
the contribution to CapEx of the power transmission for the modelled pilot park by BVG Associates in
[13], is between the cost shares for the large farm deployments modelled by Myhr et al. [9] and CastroSantos et al. [11]. Although the distance to shore can have a large impact on this, Castro-Santos et al.
used boundary system B for their study, whereas Myhr et al. used boundary system C. This means that
costs of the onshore substation are not accounted for in [11]. Additionally, in the represented pilot
parks no offshore substation is used, which also might result in lower power transmission costs.
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3 Method
To analyse the LCoE of the FLOTANT technology, a Life Cycle Cost Assessment was performed. A Cost
model was implemented in Python based on equations (1) and (2), where cost contributions over the
whole lifecycle of the project as shown in Figure 1 were considered.
To perform this analysis inputs from other partners and WPs are required. For instance, net Annual
Energy Production is obtained from the O&M model developed by the University of Exeter (UNEXE)
[16], [17]. Farm availability is an output of that model, and it accounts for downtime due to faults and
repair options depending on weather windows. The O&M costs provided by the model only consider
corrective maintenance costs. To avoid underestimating the O&M costs impacts on the LCoE, an
assumption based on COBRA’s experience was used for the overall OpEx. Additionally, Transmission
Excellence (TX) has developed an inter-array† cable layout optimiser [18] to provide improved estimates
of the required balance of plant components. An overview of the used inputs and the interactions with
the O&M model from UNEXE and the inter-array cable layout optimiser from TX are provided in Figure
4. Components costs are provided by all partners for their respective components. Other project costs
here refer, for example, to development and installation costs, which are provided by COBRA for the
FLOTANT project. Each of the models are introduced in further detail in the following sub-sections.
Other models developed within FLOTANT

O&M model
(UNEXE)
Components costs
and reliability
characteristics
(All partners +
Literature)

Variable
O&M Costs

Annual
Energy
Production

Inter-array cable
layout optimiser
(TX)

Inter-array
cable length

Cost model
(UEDIN)

CoE, LCoE,
NPV

Other project costs
(COBRA/All partners +
Literature)
Figure 4: Overview of cost model inputs and interactions with other models developed by FLOTANT partners.

3.1

O&M model

The O&M model and results are described in detail in D6.4 ‘Proactive maintenance strategies based on
failure prognostic’ [17]. A brief overview of the model is provided here for context. The O&M tool
exploits a time-domain stochastic approach, based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique, to
model all the relevant aspects of an offshore wind farm operation, including environmental resource,

†

Inter-array cables refer to those between turbines within the array, also termed intra-array cables.
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reliability and power performance of the devices, maintenance vessels and related accessibility due to
weather, and both corrective and preventive maintenance regimes. Following simulation, a series of
results describing the farm energetic production, availability, maintainability and economic
performance, are obtained. An overview of the main inputs and outputs for this model are represented
in Figure 5. As shown in a preliminary study within this project [15], the integration of a detailed
stochastic model into the cost model can provide additional insights and transparency to the technoeconomic assessment of emerging technologies such as floating offshore wind. As a result of this
integration, the stochastic distribution of the O&M model results (OpEx and AEP) due to the occurrence
of failure rates and weather conditions can be directly represented through a distribution of LCoE values
– visualising the uncertainty linked to these cost estimations. Additionally, a direct link between OpEx
and specific components’ failures and repair costs can be established which allows for a more
transparent and detailed analysis of the results. For example, this potentially enables the evaluation of
CapEx and OpEx trade-offs, i.e. if investing in a component’s increased reliability is offset through the
resulting lower OpEx costs. Although it is possible for the model to account for planned maintenance
activities, only corrective maintenance activities were considered in the results provided by the model
in D6.4 [17]. Additionally, since the O&M costs provided in D6.4 [17] do not include fixed O&M costs,
an overall OpEx value was provided by COBRA to be used for the techno-economic assessment instead.
For the O&M strategy it is assumed that turbines are towed to port for major operations and that an
Anchor Handling Tug Supply vessel is used for that purpose. Vessel assumptions and repair and
replacement costs are provided in D6.4 [17].

Figure 5: Overview of the UNEXE O&M model inputs and outputs. Adapted from [19].

3.2 Electrical array layout optimiser
Transmission Excellence has developed software that can be used to optimise the design of the
electrical array layout.
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There are two basic layouts that can be used when designing the power-collector arrays for offshore
wind farms – strings and loops. String-based array cable layouts form a ‘tree’ structure and loop-based
structures form closed loops (see Figure 6). While considerable work has been undertaken on the
optimisation of string-based arrays, very little has been undertaken on loop-based arrays. Loop-based
array cable layouts have greater resilience: an array cable fault has a reduced impact on power output
– no impact at all at low wind speeds – and no impact on the continuity of auxiliary power supplies for
the turbine. The downside is that loops tend to be more expensive since additional cables are required.
String-based array cable layouts, in contrast, offer lower capital costs but are less resilient if a fault
occurs. The greater resilience of loop-based array cable layouts is expected to become a larger
advantage on future floating offshore windfarms. This is, firstly, because floating windfarms require
dynamic cables, which are subject to additional stresses and thus are potentially at greater risk of
failure. Secondly, many floating windfarm concepts envisage that turbines may need to be
disconnected and towed back to port for major maintenance activities. This could have a severe impact
in a string-based array, while the greater resilience of loop-based approaches would help mitigate this
impact.

Figure 6: Representation of string-based (left) and loop-based (right) array cable layouts.

For this reason, more reliable loop-based array cable layouts particularly suitable for floating offshore
wind applications are studied here. A report providing a detailed description of the loop-based array
layout optimiser functioning was published within this project [18]. The main functioning of the
optimiser, including its novelty and limitations are described here for context.
The optimiser determines the total cost of the cable system by adding:
1. The cable CapEx. Different types of cables (i.e. different conductor materials and/or crosssectional areas) may have different per-km costs and this is considered by the optimiser.
2. The cost of any crossings – i.e. where two array cables cross each other, or where an array cable
crosses an export cable. Additional costs occur in this case, because although the first cable is
normally buried into the seabed, the second cable, which is crossing the first cable, is laid on
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the seabed and covered with up to 1m of rock. In countries where the second cable requires
to be covered by rock, additional costs will result.
3. The cost of energy lost as heat. Different full-load losses can be entered for different cable
sizes, and the optimiser will determine the losses across the full range of possible wind turbine
outputs. Each level of wind turbine output is weighted by its probability, and these probabilities
are in turn calculated based on a user-input average wind speed, an assumed Weibull
distribution for wind speeds, and a user-alterable wind turbine power curve. It is assumed for
the loss calculation that in normal operation each loop will be split into two strings.
4. The lost income due to energy which cannot be collected should a cable fault occur. The
optimiser will consider the outcome of every possible cable fault within the array, the likelihood
of such faults (the mean time between failures and the mean time to repair are user inputs),
and for each such fault it will calculate generation curtailment at every level of wind turbine
output, applying probability weights as described in (3) above.
Other special features of the optimisation software developed by TX include:
•
•

•

It determines the optimum set of cable sizes to be used – not just the optimum layout.
Unlike most optimisers, which simply forbid cable crossings, the TX optimiser allows cable
crossings but considers their cost as part of the CapEx. The crossing CapEx assumed for our
validation studies was based on the crossing cable being laid on the seabed and then protected
with approximately 1m of rock.
Large wind farms can be automatically divided into multiple clusters, which each cluster served
by a separate offshore substation. The location of each offshore substation can either be input
by user or the optimum location can be found automatically.

The main limitations of the TX software are as follows:
•

•

The optimiser assumes that cables run in straight lines between wind turbines. This can result
in some cables being considered to have a crossing by the optimiser, even though this crossing
could have easily been avoided by a minor re-routing from the assumed straight-line route.
Since export cables (like all cables) are straight lines, and cannot be routed to avoid unnecessary
crossings of array cables, the optimiser calculates their cost by multiplying the straight-line
distance to a fixed point outside of the wind farm by a fixed factor to allow for the impact of
actual routing constraints. Once the optimiser has finished, a realistic export cable route to the
edge of the wind farm must be found manually.

3.3 Cost model
A Life Cycle Cost Assessment was implemented in Python over various model development steps,
where cost contributions over the whole lifecycle of the project were considered.

Model development steps
These various steps were taken to verify and validate the Cost model. These are briefly explained below.
The verification step aims at ensuring that the model implementation in Python does produce the
expected results. Hence, at the verification stage, all inputs including O&M costs, AEP, etc. were taken
from literature, since the goal was to reproduce the results previously obtained in a published study
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when using the same model inputs. This was done by reproducing the cost calculation results for
floating offshore wind technologies published by Myhr et al. [9], [20]. The same results within 1%
difference were obtained for LCoE, CapEx and OpEx.
The validation step aims at assessing how well the implemented model and the overall used
approximations are able to represent real floating offshore wind projects’ costs. Therefore, at the
validation stage, existing pilot parks and their corresponding public deliverables were used to estimate
component costs and other project costs, such as development or installation costs. Information that
was not explicitly provided in the public documents was approximated based on previous values found
in literature. In this case, UNEXE’s O&M model was used to determine O&M costs and net AEP, but the
cable length for the specific considered projects was already defined in public reports, so that the
electrical array layout optimiser was not required. The results of this study were peer-reviewed and
published in [15] – where the LCoE estimation was within 20.6 to 24.3% of the values provided in the
literature. Taking into account the large variability of LCoE estimates depending on the used
assumptions (up to 53%) as mentioned in section 2, and the reliance on information provided in publicly
available documents that may not be fully representative of the actual deployment, this is considered
to be well within the expected uncertainty range.
The application to the FLOTANT system requires further considerations, which include consideration of
further detail in the model due to the detailed design and therefore data generated within the project,
and the ability not only to calculate current technology costs based on available data but the
assessment of the cost reduction potential of the system for future deployments.

Considered additional level of detail
The basic LCoE calculation is based on equations (1) and (2). Further considerations not represented
through these equations, include: 1) a higher level of detailed in the considered components and
processes (see section 4.1); 2) the representation of the annual degradation of the energy production,
which has been estimated to have a significant impact on LCoE [21]; and 3) the consideration of nominal
prices.
A nominal prices approach is used here because this is the common approach used in the industry. This
only means that the nominal WACC (WACCnominal ) is used in combination with nominal prices. That is,
inflation is considered on all costs and production occurring after year 0 through the inflation rate (𝑖).
The nominal WACC, as defined in equation (3), is calculated from the weighted average cost of debt
(𝐶𝐷 ) and equity (𝐶𝐸 ) after taxes, with the percentage of debt (𝑃𝐷) and equity (𝑃𝐸 ), and the tax rate (𝑇).
WACCnominal = 𝑃𝐸 𝐶𝐸 + 𝑃𝐷 𝐶𝐷 (1 − 𝑇)

(3)

The resulting LCoE value is the same, as when applying a real WACC (WACCreal) value, calculated from
the nominal WACC value according to the Fisher’s rule represented in equation (4), and not applying
inflation on the costs and production occurring after year 0.
WACCreal =

1 + WACCnominal
1+𝑖
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Quantification of cost reduction potential through learning
To describe cost reductions with technology development, experience curves have been commonly
used. They are widely applied in the modelling of future power systems to identify potential benefits in
the deployment and operation of different electricity generating technologies [22], [23]. In this context,
single-factor experience curves are commonly used, which represent cost reductions with increasing
cumulative capacity. The curve is obtained through the fitting of historical data, which determines the
learning rate. Although approximated as a function of one single parameter, in reality, there are a
number of learning drivers that will result in cost reductions, among which:
•
•
•
•
•

learning by doing - due to cumulative deployment experience and economies of volume,
including more efficient manufacturing techniques and improved use of materials,
learning by research - due to innovative research and development activities,
learning by adaptation - due to knowledge and experience transfer,
learning by interaction - due to collaborations and knowledge exchange platforms, or
economies of scale - due to the increased scale of individual devices.

In single-factor learning curves, the Learning Rate (LR) defines the cost reduction that is obtained with
every doubling of the number of units as defined with the learning rate parameter b.
LR = 1 − 2−𝑏

(6)

The actual cost per device or component 𝐶𝑚 after a number 𝑥𝑚 of deployed devices, depends on the
cost of the device or component 𝐶0 at a starting deployed capacity of 𝑥0 and the learning rate
parameter 𝑏 as shown in equation (4).
𝐶𝑚 = 𝐶0 ∙

𝑥𝑚 −𝑏
𝑥0

(4)

Here, to consider the potential for cost reduction, an analysis at sub-system level is performed
employing component-based learning curves. That is, each component 𝑗 is assumed to contribute
differently to the cost reduction potential of the whole system, so that the sum of experiences curves
over all 𝑛 components results in the overall system experience curve.
𝑛

𝐶𝑚 = ∑ 𝐶𝑗 ∙
𝑗=1

𝑥𝑚,𝑗 −𝑏𝑗
𝑥0,𝑗

(5)

For this purpose, experience curves for components developed within the FLOTANT project and for
standard components not developed within the FLOTANT project are assessed differently based on the
approach proposed by Ge at al. [24] given that no or little historical data will exist for the innovative
components developed within FLOTANT.
For components developed within the FLOTANT project, the cost reduction potential is assumed to be
represented through the component’s maturity, as initially identified by Jamasb et al. in [25], and then
further applied for the definition of component-based learning curves for offshore renewable energy
technologies by Pennock et al. [26]. Three cost maturity categories were defined based on the
technology’s development level:
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•
•
•

High – An established technology or activity in which there is limited scope for improvement or
future cost reductions.
Medium – A technology or activity which has scope for improvement or future cost reductions
or is used elsewhere and it is envisaged that it could benefit the development of a FOW farm.
Low – A technology or activity that is new and has large scope for improvement or cost
reductions.

Each component’s maturity level was assessed by the relevant project partners and is provided in
Appendix B. For each of the different categories of cost maturity a different LR is assigned as shown in
Table 2. These are based on previous work from UEDIN, such as in the WaveBoost project [27] and the
general method described in [26].

Table 2: Learning rate conditions applied for different categories of cost maturity.

Cost maturity
category

Learning rate

High

0.05

Medium

0.10

Low

0.15

Two points along the technology development path are considered: a pilot park deployment (5×12MW)
and a large farm (50×12MW) deployment. Based on these, the company’s prior installed capacity is
considered here for 𝑥𝑚 , as summarised in Table 3. The industry-wide installed capacity forecasted in
[28] is reported for context. The company’s prior installed capacity is an assumption based on a
deployment of a single device prototype before the pilot park deployment and of a whole pilot park
before the large array deployment. Given the lead times for the development and deployment of an
offshore wind project of 5 to 10 years, this is considered a reasonable assumption for the present study.
It is, therefore, assumed that costs provided by the partners represent the costs of the components
today, and that sustained cost reductions take place until 2030.
Table 3: Assumed prior installed capacity for use in learning considerations

Industry-wide installed
capacity [MW]
Company's prior installed
capacity [MW]
Company's market share
[%]

2022

Pilot park
2025

Large array
2030

Deployments
after 2030

57[2]

240

4,300

-

-

12

60

660

-

5

1.3

-

For standard components not developed within the FLOTANT project, such as mooring chains, standard
anchors, cable accessories, sensors, and the connection to the onshore substation no cost reductions
are expected, since these components are widely available and can be used within floating offshore
wind applications with no further modification.
For the turbine component, although it is considered to be a mature component it is also phasing new
design requirements arising from offshore deployments. These include the development of significantly
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larger rotor diameters, the occurrence of increased loads and the exposure of the materials to harsher
conditions than in onshore applications, but also specific challenges arising from floating applications.
For this reason, although a large part of the accumulated learning and experience in onshore wind
turbines will be directly applicable to offshore designs, the development of wind turbines for offshore
applications can be understood as a branching of the typical wind turbine design. Therefore, some, but
not all, learning from onshore deployments will be applicable to offshore deployments as detailed in
Appendix A. This results in an expected cost reduction for the wind turbine component by 2030 of 21%.
Similarly, learning has been observed in the installation process of offshore wind turbines with a 10.3%
learning rate [24]. Here this cost reduction potential is also considered for the installation process. Since
the learning for this process has been found to result from the process repetition, in this case, only the
FLOTANT capacity deployment is considered, since the turbine installation process will be specific to
the technology.

4 Case studies and assumptions
4.1 Case studies
The FLOTANT technologies have been developed considering two potential deployment sites that
represent the range of expected deployment conditions the technologies should be suitable for. So
these two locations, in the Canary Islands (South-East of Gran Canaria) and Scotland (West of Barra),
are considered for the techno-economic assessment as potential deployment sites. The main
characteristics of these two sites and the corresponding design characteristics of the FLOTANT
technology are summarised in Table 4.
Table 4: Overview of site details and main characteristics of the case studies.

Canary Islands – South East
of Gran Canaria

Scotland – West of Barra

124.08 [29]

65.25 [30]

Water depth [m]

250

100

Distance to connection point [km]

10

19

17.7

19

Mainly sand

Rock soil (basalt)

4 lines - Mooring spring +
fibre rope + chain
4 Deadweight anchors
(1669t per anchor)
Al core + carbon fibre
armour
5000-8000

5 lines - Mooring spring +
mooring chain
5 Deadweight anchors
(3844t per anchor)
Al core + galvanised steel
double armour
6000-9500

500-600

600-700

Location
Electricity price [€/MWh]

Distance to O&M port [km]
Soil type
FLOTANT design characteristics
Mooring
Anchors
Cables
Cost of fabricated steel [€/m3]
Cost of fabricated concrete [€/m3]
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Regarding the considered platform design, during the development of the FLOTANT technology, there
have been many updates and upgrades, following new findings. Finally, XPS foam was found to be the
best option to provide floatability to the structure, but it was necessary to include ballast tanks. For
these tanks, two options of material were studied: steel and concrete (see D4.1 [31] and D4.3 [32]).
The first is a more conventional solution, with the possibility of manufacturing the pieces in a different
location, while the second one uses the same material as the rest of the floater, providing economies
of volume. However, cost differences were found to be large in later stages of the project, discarding
the steel tanks as a non-cost-competitive option. Although all the dynamic simulations and tank tests
have been done with the characteristics of the steel tanks option, it is clear that it is possible to obtain
a viable floater with concrete tanks, so it is considered reasonable to use it as the cost reference for the
project. Regarding the fabrication of this solution aiming at producing one floater per month, it was
estimated that investing in the set-up of one XPS production line at the installation port would be
sufficient with an investment cost of 12m€.
Regarding the grid connection of these deployments, based on the existing transmission network in
Gran Canaria, it is assumed that the farm would be connected to the nearest connection point ‘Barranco
de Tirajana I’, which is also suitable based on the existing and planned transmission network [33]. For a
deployment in West of Barra the closest connection point is about 200km away in the mainland [34].
However, a grid extension connecting the Hebrides to the Scottish mainland is planned, and the
Hebrides have also defined a regional energy development plan to allow the connection of floating
offshore wind farms to the islands [35], so that it is assumed that an onshore connection point would
be available on the island of Barra near the deployment site.
As mentioned previously, two points along the technology development path are considered: a pilot
park deployment (5×12MW) and a large farm (50×12MW) deployment. This is summarised in Table 5.
Table 5: Considered development stages.

Number of turbines

Total capacity [MW]

Pilot park

5

60

Commercial wind farm

50

600

Regarding the assumed array layout, for the pilot park, the turbines are assumed to be arranged in a
line. For the 600MW wind farm, the array layout from the Walney 1 Wind Farm was used given the
simplicity of the layout and the fact that the farm contains 51 turbines. One turbine was removed and
the spacing between the turbines was considered to be 9 diameters of separation between rows and 7
diameters of separation for the units in the row.

4.2 Baseline parameters
A number of parameters are identified to have an impact on the techno-economic assessment results,
where a sensitivity study is required, and are listed in Table 6. Only the baseline values of these
parameters are considered here, whereas the sensitivity study and the considered variation of these
parameters is specified in D7.2 [1].
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Table 6: Overview of baseline parameter values used in cost model. These parameters are further
investigated in a sensitivity study in D7.2.

Parameter

Baseline value

WACCnominal

10%

Inflation rate

2%

Operational time

25 years

Annual degradation

0.5%

DECEX

3% of CAPEX

CAPEX – sensitivity around mean value

0%

AEP– sensitivity around mean value

0%

OPEX– sensitivity around mean value

0%

4.3 Investment and operation timeline
As mentioned in section 2.2, the assumed investment timeline can have large impact on the estimated
LCoE values with percentage variations of up to 53% found in [4]. For this reason, the investment
timeline was established in agreement with COBRA based on the expected manufacturing and
installation timelines.

4.3.1 Pilot park - 60 MW
For the pilot park deployment, the estimated lead times for the initial project phases amounts 2 years.
It is considered that operation of half of the turbines can start already in Year 1, with a scaled
decommissioning within two years at the end of the project. An overview of these steps is provided in
Table 7 and the investment timeline in terms of the percentage distribution of each phase costs per
year is shown in Table 8. Note that O&M phase costs are considered as annual costs.
Table 7: Investment timeline considerations for the pilot park deployment case.

D&C

Investment
Year 0

P&A

Year 1

I&C

50% Year 1, 50% Year 2

O&M

Year 3 - Year 27

D&D

Year 28 75%, Year 29 25%

Project Phase

Table 8: Investment timeline as percentage distribution of each phase costs for the pilot park deployment case.

Year
Phase

0

1

2

3

4-26

27

28

29

–

–
–

–
–

–

–

–

–

P&A

100%
–

–

–

–

–

I&C

–

–

–

–

–

50%
–

–

O&M

50%
–

–

–

–

100%
–

–

–

100%
–

–

D&D

100%
–

75%

25%

D&C

100%
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4.3.2 Wind farm - 600 MW
For the large wind farm deployment, a deployment in three phases is considered, where in phases 1
and 2 240MW are deployed at a time, followed by phase 3 with a 120MW deployment. This is, so that
the revenue benefit from the generated electricity can be made before the whole 600MW are deployed
– thereby minimising the project development risk. An overview of these steps is provided in Table 9
and the investment timeline in terms of the percentage distribution of each phase costs per year is
shown in Table 10. Here as before the O&M phase costs are considered as annual costs.

Table 9: Investment timeline considerations for the large farm deployment case.

Phase I (240MW)
D&C

Investment

P&A

Year 1 (70%) and year 2 (30%)

I&C

Year 1 = 8 months (40%) Year 2 = 12 months (60%)

O&M

Year 3-Year 27

D&D

Year 28 (70%) Year 29 (30%)

Phase II (240MW)
D&C

Investment

P&A

Year 2 (22.5%), Year 3 (60%) and Year 4 (17.5%)

I&C

Year 3 = 12 months (70%) Year 4 = 8 months (30%)

O&M

Year 4 (4 months) - Y29 (8 months)

D&D

Year 29 (30%) Year 30 (70%)

Phases III (120MW)
D&C

Investment

P&A

Year 4 (85%) and year 5 (15%)

I&C

Year 4 = 4 months (40%) Year 5 = 8 months (60%)

O&M

Year 5 (6 months) - Y30 (6 months)

D&D

Year 30 = 6 months (60%) Year 31 (40%)

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Table 10: Investment timeline as percentage distribution of each phase costs for the large farm deployment
case.

Year
Phase

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7-26

27

28

29

30

31

40%

20%

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

P&A

40%
–

32%

18%

24%

24%

2%

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

I&C

–

24%
–

20%

12%

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

O&M

16%
–

28%

–

100%
–

100%
–

100%
–

–

D&D

90%
–

10%

–

53%
–

47%

–

40%
–

60%

–

28%

24%

40%

8%

D&C
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5 Results
The results as obtained from the three models (O&M model, electrical array layout optimiser, and cost
model) integrated for this study are provided in the following sections.

5.1 O&M
The results obtained for the O&M phase as used in the Cost model are provided in Table 11. The net
capacity factor accounting for the system’s availability and downtime due to failures for West of Barra
is directly obtained from the O&M model. For Gran Canaria, the net capacity factor is obtained from
the gross capacity factor estimated based on the weather data used for FLOTANT’s design basis in D4.1
[31], and the energy-based availability value estimated through the O&M model. This is because
different weather data were used in the O&M model with significant differences in the expected
average wind speed from those used in the design basis (approximately 6m/s versus 9m/s), which result
in an underestimation of the potential for electricity production in the Gran Canaria site. Since only
variable O&M costs based on corrective maintenance activities were provided by the O&M model, to
avoid underestimating the overall OpEx, an experience-based estimate from COBRA for the OpEx/MW
value was assumed in all cases. Note, that no learning considerations were added to the OpEx values –
since although O&M costs are expected to reduce for the sector with increasing experience, there is
still significant uncertainty around the costs of the O&M phase for these technologies. No learning
effects were also specifically considered for the net CF, which already takes into account possible
advantages of economies of volume implicit in the O&M model results.
Table 11: Overview of the parameter values associated to the O&M phase for the two case studies.

Location

Gran Canaria

West of Barra

Number of turbines

5

50

5

50

Farm size [MW]

60

600

60

600

Gross capacity factor [%]

63.00

63.00

66.84

66.84

Net capacity factor [%]

61.53

61.55

54.43

54.51

OpEx [€/MW/year]

88,000

88,000

88,000

88,000

5.2 Electrical array layout
The results obtained from the electrical array layout optimiser as used in the Cost model are provided
here.

5.2.1 Pilot park - 60 MW
In the pilot park deployment case a basic farm layout is considered, where the electrical array layout
converges on the same basic topology in all cases, as shown in Figure 7. In this case, the same cable
cross-section (CS0) is used for all inter-array and export cables. No advantage was found in having an
additional export cable for redundancy. The detailed characteristics of the resulting layouts are
provided in Table 12.
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Table 12: Electrical array layout results for pilot park deployment case.

Inter-array
Cable CS0 [mm2]
Length of CS0 [km]
Number of cable ends
Cost [m€]
Export
Cable CS0 [mm2]
Number of cables
Length of CS0 [km]
Cost [m€]
Total Transmission ‡[m€]

Gran Canaria
(Al)

West of Barra
(Al)

500
5.5
8
6.2

500
5.5
8
6.1

500
1
10
6.8
13.0

500
1
19
12.4
18.5

Figure 7: Representation of electrical array layout for a 60MW deployment.

5.2.2 Wind farm - 600 MW
Three scenarios were investigated for each of the site case studies: (1) using standard copper cables
(Cu), (2) using aluminium core cables (Al), and (3) using aluminium core cables and a different location
of the ‘collection point’ (Al+). In all cases it was found that an offshore substation was not necessary,
due to relatively short distance to the onshore connection point at the investigated locations. Instead,
a number of export cables are used. For this purpose, it is assumed that export cables will be laid
relatively close to each other and following a common path to the onshore connection point. The point
at which dynamic cables are assumed to ‘converge’ and become static export cables is referred to here
as ‘collection point’ although no actual collection point is considered. In all cases the optimiser selected
the combination of two cross-sections to be most cost-effective. That is, it is not expected for more
than two different cable cross-sections to be used in a single farm deployment. The two cross-sections
are referred to here as CS1 and CS2. An overview of the obtained electrical array layouts in shown in
Table 13. From these, those showcasing the lowest overall costs are selected for further analysis of the
FLOTANT system costs, which are shown in Figure 8 a and b, for Gran Canaria and West of Barra,
respectively.

‡

Note, that all costs provided here include the cost of cables, accessories, connectors and installation.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8: Representation of electrical array layout for a 600MW deployment in (a) Gran Canaria, and (b) West
of Barra. Cables represented in yellow have CS1, cables represented in red have CS2, and the blue line
represents part of the path of the export cable (CS2).

Table 13: Electrical array layout results for different scenarios. Best performing scenarios are highlighted in
green based on the lowest total transmission costs.

Scenario 1
(Cu)

Gran Canaria
Scenario 2
(Al)

Scenario 3
(Al+)

Scenario 1
(Cu)

West of Barra
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
(Al)
(Al+)

400

300

300

400

300

300

Cable CS2 [mm ]

800

800

800

800

800

800

Length of CS1 [km]
Length of CS2 [km]
Total Length [km]
Number of cable
ends
Cost [m€]

39.9
14.6
54.5

27.4
30.6
58.0

28.6
54.8
83.4

34
20
54

26.9
29.2
56.1

26
44.2
70.2

121

124

122

151

124

120

79.9

73.9

90.7

89.1

71.2

79.3

Cable CS2
Number of cables
Length of CS2 [km]
Total length [km]
Cost [m€]

800
7
10.0
70.0
71.1

800
8
10.0
80.0
55.4

800
8
7.2
57.6
40.1

800
7
19.0
133.0
134.5

800
8
19.0
152.0
100.4

800
8
16.2
129.6
85.7

Total Transmission§
[m€]

151.0

129.3

130.8

223.6

171.6

165.0

Inter-array
Cable CS1 [mm2]
2

Export

Note, that all costs provided here include the cost of cables, accessories, connectors and installation without accounting for learning
effects.
§
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5.3 Costs
The obtained costs when using all the previously specified assumptions and results from the O&M
model and the electrical array layout optimiser are provided for the two studied sites. An overview of
the results obtained for deployments in Gran Canaria is provided in Table 14, and for West of Barra in
Table 15. How the different project phases contribute to the LCoE and different cost centres to CapEx
is shown in Figure 9.
Table 14: Overview of results of the techno-economic study for Gran Canaria, considering different stages of
deployment.

Farm size
Parameter
LCoE
Net capacity factor
CapEx/MW (incl. DecEx)
CapEx/MW (excl. DecEx)
OpEx/year/MW

€/MWh
%
k€/MW
k€/MW
€/MW/year

Pilot park
60 MW
93.21
61.53
3,955
3,840
88,000

Farm
600 MW
73.05
61.55
2,936
2,851
88,000

Farm after
660 MW
64.38
61.55
2,480
2,407
88,000

Table 15: Overview of results of the techno-economic study for West of Barra, considering different stages of
deployment.

Farm size
Parameter
LCoE
Net capacity factor
CapEx/MW (incl. DecEx)
CapEx/MW (excl. DecEx)
OpEx/year/MW

€/MWh
MWh
k€/MW
k€/MW
€/MW/year

Pilot park
60 MW
120.83
54.43
4,665
4,529
88,000

Farm
600 MW
92.99
54.51
3,426
3,326
88,000

Farm after
660 MW
81.79
54.51
2,903
2,819
88,000

Overall, costs are lower in Gran Canaria than in West of Barra since the harsher conditions do not allow
for all innovations developed within the FLOTANT project to be used at this location, and higher loads
on the mooring lines and anchors result in more costly components. Together with the higher
availability and, therefore, net capacity factor this results in an overall lower LCoE in Gran Canaria.
From Figure 9 it can be seen that the Production and Acquisition phase has the largest impact to LCoE
in all cases (regardless of deployment location and deployment size) – with an overall contribution to
LCoE of 58-65%. This is followed by O&M costs contributing 16-24% to the LCoE. D&C costs are defined
as a percentage of the P&A and I&C costs, and have a constant contribution to the LCoE of 12-13%. In
terms of contributions of single technological systems, the substructure has the largest contribution to
CapEx amounting 34-39% of the CapEx costs, followed by the turbine with 21-28% contribution. From
this comparison it can also be seen that the mooring system for West of Barra using 5 lines containing
polymeric springs combined with mooring chains has a significantly higher contribution to the total
CapEx than the mooring lines designed for a deployment in Gran Canaria, with 4 lines containing
polymeric springs combined with fibre ropes and small sections of mooring chain.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 9: Contribution of different projects phases to LCoE, and of different cost centres to CapEx, (a) and (b)
for the 60MW case , and (c) and (d) for the 600MW case.

If looking at how costs evolve with the development of the technology and learning, the overall LCoE
reduction and the contribution of the different phases is shown in Figure 10. Because learning is a
process that occurs at a global scale, and cost reductions are only observed after the experience is
gained, for the 600MW case it is assumed that a pilot park was deployed before and learning results
from that previous deployment. In the ‘farm after 660MW’ deployment case it is assumed that in
addition a 600MW farm was deployed prior. That is, the cost of the ‘farm after 660MW’ represents the
costs achieved after 660MW have been deployed. As it can be seen from this figure LCoE reduces with
technology development mostly due to a reduction of the costs associated with the P&A phase.
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Figure 10: LCoE development at the two deployment sites over the three considered development stages (1)
a 60MW pilot park deployment, (2) a 600MW farm deployment after the pilot park deployment, and (3) a
600MW farm deployment after the previous two deployments. The numbers indicate the contribution of
each phase, with the numbers on top of each column referring to phase 5:D&D.

Zooming into the evolution of the costs within the P&A phase, Figure 11 shows the development of
CapEx for the same case studies, with the P&A phase contribution broken down into the major
subsystems. As it can be seen from this figure the cost of the substructure is expected to experience
significant cost reductions with increasing experience given the novelty of the design. The mooring
system, despite having a smaller contribution to the overall costs, is also expected to experience
significant cost reductions due to the novel components used within it, such as mooring springs and
fibre ropes being novel components that will benefit from design optimisation for manufacturing, and
the development of more efficient manufacturing processes.

Figure 11: CapEx development at the two deployment sites Gran Canaria (GC) and West of Barra (WoB) over
the three considered development stages (1) a 60MW pilot park deployment, (2) a 600MW farm deployment
after the pilot park deployment, and (3) a 600MW farm deployment after the previous two deployments.
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6 Discussion: How does FLOTANT compare with the state-of-theart?
With the innovations developed within the FLOTANT project, significant cost reductions were expected
to be achieved with respect to the state-of-the-art. At the time of proposal writing the Carbon Trust
report [2] was taken as reference. With the FLOTANT technologies a 60% cost reduction in CapEx, and
a 55% cost reduction in OpEx were envisaged which would result in an LCoE reduction of 60%. To assess
if this was achieved, the numbers provided by Carbon Trust on the costs of a FOW prototype and used
at the proposal stage as reference, are used here as starting point. The expected cost reduction is
compared in Table 16 with the cost of the 600MW farm deployment at the two locations of Gran
Canaria and West of Barra, after a pilot park deployment.
As it can be seen from this table, the following values were achieved:
•
•
•

Up to 67.53% reduction in LCoE exceeding the expected 60% reduction, and achieving the
expected LCoE range of 85-95€/MWh by 2030 with the FLOTANT project.
Up to 49.76% reduction in CapEx just below the 60% target.
Up to 61.06% reduction in OpEx exceeding the expected OpEx reduction of 55%.

The smaller CapEx reduction experienced at West of Barra of 41.39% is due to the limited applicability
of some of the innovations to that site due to the harsher wind and wave conditions and the more
demanding requirements on the mooring system resulting in the use of more and more expensive
components.
Table 16: Comparison of techno-economic indicators for a 600MW deployment of the FLOTANT technology
by 2030 and the state-of-the-art.
Carbon Trust,
2015 [2]

Expected
reduction

GC600MW

Reduction

WoB600MW

Reduction

Prototype FOW
LCoE
Net CF
CapEx
undiscounted
(incl. Dec)
CapEx
undiscounted
(excl. Dec)
OpEx

€/MWh

225**

60%

73.05

67.53%

92.99

58.67%

%

45

-

61.53

-36.72%

54.49

-21.09%

k€/MW

5,845

60%

2,936

49.76%

3,426

41.39%

k€/MW

5,627

2,851

49.34%

3,326

40.89%

€/MW/year

226,000

88,000

61.06%

88,000

61.06%

55%

It was stated in the proposal that these cost reductions would be achieved in comparison with the
existing pre-commercial deployments at the time. To expand this comparison to a specific precommercial deployment, the obtained results are compared to the pilot park deployment of Hywind
Scotland [36]. This is based on values reported for this project in [28], [37], and also based on the values
estimated for this project using publicly available data and the same Cost and O&M models as reported

**

Calculated from the data for a FOW prototype provided in [2] assuming WACC=10%, lifetime=20 years, and Net CF=45%.
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in [15]. The comparison of these two sets of values for Hywind Scotland with a 600MW deployment in
Gran Canaria is shown in Table 17 and for West of Barra in Table 18.
When comparing the results obtained in Gran Canaria, the following values were achieved:
•
•
•

Up to 58.03% reduction in CapEx in line with the expected 60% reduction.
Up to 40.00% reduction in OpEx just below the expected 55% reduction.
Up to 63.48% reduction in LCoE in line with the expected 60% reduction.

When comparing the results obtained in West of Barra, the following values were achieved:
•
•
•

Up to 51.04% reduction in CapEx just below the expected 60% reduction.
Up to 40.00% reduction in OpEx just below the expected 55% reduction.
Up to 53.51% reduction in LCoE just below the expected 60% reduction.
Table 17: Comparison of techno-economic indicators for a 600MW deployment of the FLOTANT technology
by 2030 in Gran Canaria and Hywind Scotland.
Hywind
Scotland
(reported)

Hywind Scotland
(estimated) [15]

GC600MW

Reduction
from
reported

Reduction
from
estimated

LCOE

€/MWh

200 [37]

171.8

73.05

63.48%

57.48%

Net CF

%

53.8

50.2

61.5258

-14.36%

-22.56%

4,945

2,936

58.03%

40.62%

4,801

2,851

59.25%

42.35%

146,667

88,000

21.43%

40.00%

CAPEX
undiscounted
(incl. Dec)

k€/MW

CAPEX
undiscounted
(excl. Dec)

k€/MW

OPEX

6,997††
[28], [37]

€/MW/year

112,000 [28],
[37]

Table 18: Comparison of techno-economic indicators for a 600MW deployment of the FLOTANT technology
by 2030 in West of Barra and Hywind Scotland.
Hywind
Scotland
(reported)

Hywind Scotland
(estimated) [15]

WoB600MW

Reduction
from
reported

Reduction
from
estimated

LCOE

€/MWh

200 [37]

171.8

92.99

53.51%

45.88%

Net CF

%

53.8

50.2

54.49

-1.28%

-8.55%

4,945

3,426

51.04%

30.72%

4,801

3,326

52.46%

32.74%

146,667

88,000

21.43%

40.00%

CAPEX
undiscounted
(incl. Dec)

k€/MW

CAPEX
undiscounted
(excl. Dec)

k€/MW

OPEX

††

6,997** [28],
[37]

€/MW/year

112,000 [28],
[37]

The value was reported with no further information or detail on its estimation, so it is not clear if it includes DecEx.
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7 Conclusions
A techno-economic study of different deployments of the FLOTANT system was performed, considering
two different locations with different design requirements (Gran Canaria and West of Barra), as well as
different scales of deployment (60MW pilot park and 600MW farm). The goal of this study is to assess
if the targets formulated at the proposal stage of achieving 60% reduction in LCoE through a 60%
reduction in CapEx and a 55% reduction in OpEx with the FLOTANT technology were achieved.
Comparing these key techno-economic indicators with the estimated values for a 600MW deployment
by 2030 of the FLOTANT technology shows that these targets have been met, both when comparing
with the generic state-of-the-art defined by Carbon Trust [2], but also when comparing with precommercial deployments such as Hywind Scotland. Based on this assessment the FLOTANT system
could achieve an LCoE of 73-93 €/MWh by 2030.
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Appendix A: Methodology for experience curve estimation of offshore
wind turbines
Although a large part of the accumulated learning and experience in onshore wind turbines will be
directly applicable to offshore designs, the development of wind turbines for offshore applications can
be understood as a branching of the typical wind turbine design. Some, but not all, learning from future
onshore deployments will be applicable to offshore deployments.
Because it is difficult to assess what are the global deployment targets for wind, the existing capacity
and deployment targets in Europe are assumed to be representative of the expected increase in
deployment globally. The total deployed capacity in 2020 was 169 GW [38] (of which, 22.1 GW offshore
[2]). This is expected to increase to 339 GW in 2030 (of which, 71 GW offshore) [38] according the
National Energy and Climate Plans (NECPs) of 26 European countries.
The experience curve for the wind turbine component is assumed to follow the same trends as
identified in the cost reductions experienced in onshore wind turbines, with a 25.5% learning rate
derived from the cost data provided by IRENA [39].
When calculating the learning using equation (3), the starting and resulting number of devices are
required. Since most of the knowledge previously developed onshore is directly applicable for the
design of offshore wind turbines, the cumulative capacity of both onshore and offshore wind turbines
is considered here as the starting capacity (𝑥0 ). The relevant resulting capacity (𝑥𝑚 ) can be considered
for two cases: (1) learning from only offshore wind, and (2) learning from both offshore and onshore
wind deployments, as shown in Table 19.
If considering the total capacity increase of both onshore and offshore wind turbines, it would be
assumed that improvements in condition monitoring, structural design and materials will be developed
for both technologies simultaneously and so cost reductions in onshore wind turbine designs will also
be reflected in offshore wind designs. If only the increase in offshore wind capacity was considered,
assuming that cost reductions are expected to come only from specific improvements for offshore wind
turbines such as: dealing with larger diameters for more energetic resources, specific structural
challenges from that, or new manufacturing and transportation requirements for very large blades. In
reality, a case between these two extremes is expected, where some learning from onshore wind
turbines will be transferable and some learning will be required to address specific challenges of
offshore wind deployments. For this reason, the average cost reduction of 20.9% is considered to
represent this trade-off.
Table 19: Estimating future cost reduction potential for wind turbines deployed offshore based on different
levels of impact in learning from future onshore wind deployment.

(1) learning only from offshore
wind deployments

(2) learning from both onshore
and offshore wind deployments

Starting capacity in 2020 (𝒙𝟎 )

169 GW

169 GW

Increased capacity

48.9 GW

168 GW

Deployed capacity in 2030 (𝒙𝒎 )

217.9 GW

337 GW

Cost Reduction

16.4%

25.4%
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Appendix B: Learning rates
Table 20: Assigned learning rates and starting capacities before first pilot park deployment for the different
components, depending on the maturity level of the subsystems provided by the partners and the
assumptions described here for components not developed within the FLOTANT project.

Component

Sub-component

Turbine
Substructure
Mooring line

Concrete + Steel
XPS foam
Spring
Chain
Fibre rope

Anchors
Export cable
Inter-array cable (dynamic)

Cable
Accessories

High
Medium-High
Low
Low
Very high
Overall high
Very high
Low
Low
Very high

Learning rate
[%]
25.5
6.78
15
15
0
1.6
0
15
15
0

Capacity 𝑥0
[MW]
169,000
1
1
1
NA
1
NA
1
1
NA

NA
Very high

NA
0

NA
NA

Medium

10.3

1

NA

NA

NA

Maturity level

Connectors
Substations
Installation of turbine +
substructure
O&M

Offshore
Connection onshore
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